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Event Review: “Dip into Japan”
This event proved to be by far the most successful yet in
attracting members of the public: 164 to be precise in
addition to around a dozen members.

There was plenty to do and see: the  demonstrations
drew large numbers to admire the dexterity of sushi-chef

and Society Member Takayasu Takemoto (just call him
“Taka”); children in particular enjoyed the origami and

 (calligraphy); Bonsai, Go, Haiku and Ikebana all had
their aficionados.

Without doubt the most eye-catching
display was that by Society Member,
Rita Robinson, of her Japanese Doll
(Ningyo) collection – or more
accurately, a part of it!  Japanese
Tex-Style had fantastic items for sale
– if you didn’t buy at the time, then
visit their website at
www.japanesetex-style.co.uk  The
free Green Tea was a new taste to
many but proved to be very popular.

The event certainly succeeded in its
objective: to spread the news about
what Japan has to offer.  A couple of
new members joined there and then
and the Society now
has many attendees
to contact from
whom further new
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members may emerge.  None of this would have been
possible without the generous support of Japan Airlines,
one of the Society’s staunchest allies and a long-term
Corporate Member.  Speaking of which…

Japan Airlines
Japan Airlines is Japan’s leading international airline and
thanks to its recent integration with Japan Air System this
has propelled JAL to become the world’s 3rd largest carrier.

JAL has been serving the UK for well over 40 years with
London Heathrow as its UK hub offering more flights to
Japan than any other airline – twice daily to Tokyo and
daily to Osaka.  All JAL’s flights are conveniently timed to
depart in the evening with arrival into Japan in mid-
afternoon so allowing plenty of time to relax and unwind
in preparation for the next day’s meeting or tour.

In addition, JAL now
offers a daily service
from most UK regional
airports to Tokyo
including Manchester via
Amsterdam.  Using KLM
to Amsterdam and then
connecting onto JAL’s
non-stop Tokyo flight

this route offers both convenience and affordability
thanks to fares starting from as low as £510.00 for
Economy Class and £2,150.00 for Business Class travel.

JAL’s renowned service of attention to detail and
punctuality is another feature, which is often talked about
and admired.  JAL have recently introduced a number of
improvements to their Business Class service including
Kerbside check-in and self check-in at Heathrow and Free
Style dining onboard, allowing you to choose when you
want to eat as well as Internet access, while seated at the
comfort of your seat.  In addition, JAL recently won four
prestigious wine awards organized by Business Traveller
and Wine International Magazine including the best
Business Class Champagne in the sky!

And for Economy Class all seats come with individual
video monitors for extra comfort.

For more information visit JAL’s website www.jal-
europe.com

And for those wishing to visit Japan for vacation, JALTours,
a subsidiary of JAL offer tours including ‘Discover Japan’
with a five-day tour starting from as low as £549.00.
Further details can be obtained by telephoning 020 7462
5577 or email jaltour@jalpak.co.uk

Some more pictures from Dip into Japan
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Membership Cards
With your Society’s expanding membership, the
Committee has decided that Membership Cards should be
issued: you should find yours enclosed with this
Newsletter.  If you do not, please contact the Membership
Secretary, Paul Cantell, on 0151 928 0820 or at
info@jsnw.org.uk  We have taken this step now because:

 Members usually have reduced cost or free entry to
Society Events – so we need to know who you are at
the door!  For example you will need your
Membership Card to get free entry for your car to
Tatton Park on 30th October.

 We are aiming to negotiate benefits for our Members
at various venues, for which we need to issue
identification.

We will let you know about any benefits in future
Newsletters, so be sure to carry your Membership Card!

Your Committee
The Committee Members elected at the AGM elected the
Officers of the Society at the first Committee Meeting and
co-opted two members to the Committee.  The
Committee therefore comprised: Andy Brydon (co-opted),
Angela Davies (Vice Chairman), Alan Grant, Reiko Grant,
Kevin Howes (Secretary), Cathy Peel (co-opted), Azumi
Willis, David Willis (Treasurer), Neil Willis (Membership
Secretary) and David Woolf (Chairman).

Due to a change of job (Neil) and the arrival of baby Ben,
Neil and Azumi resigned from the Committee; the Society
is very grateful for their contribution to the running of the
Society.  The Committee is delighted to welcome Paul
Cantell as a co-opted member and the Committee elected
him to the role of Membership Secretary.

        Some of the Committee in Lymm for Dip into Japan

In the previous Newsletter two Committee Members
introduced themselves in their own words.  We continue
with Angela Davies and Kevin Howes.

Angela Davies
Hi.  I’m Angela Davies, and I have recently been elected to
the JSNW committee.

I graduated in Japanese and Economic History from
Sheffield way back in time!

Since then my work has been connected with different
aspects of Japanese business and life and I have been
especially fortunate to have been involved in many of the
projects for building and restoring Japanese gardens here
in the UK. I work as an interpreter and co-ordinator and
also teach Japanese at John Moores University in Liverpool.

I joined the UKJSNW some years ago, but I am particularly
pleased to be able to be a part of the organisation of the
JSNW, and hope that we can arrange lots of events that will
interest everyone.

I hope to meet everyone during the time I am on the
committee and look forward to seeing you at some of our
events.

Kevin Howes
Hi, my name’s Kevin Howes.  My interest in Japan started
over 10 years ago when I was sent to Himeji for four weeks
on business.  I quickly realised some basic Kanji
recognition was essential to get around on my own.  My
fascination with the Japanese writing system increased on
subsequent trips to Takasaki and Tokyo.  I started to learn
some words in katakana, and bought books on the subject.

Back in England, Japan became a distant but happy
memory.  Then one day whilst
browsing through the local free
newspaper, an advert for a
Japanese class at South Trafford
College caught my eye.  I enrolled,
and have now done a total of three
years part-time study.

I joined Japan Society North West
one year ago, and it has proved to
be a great way of pursuing my
interest in all things Japanese.

While in Japan I developed a taste
for Pocari Sweat.  It tastes a lot
better than it sounds, and I was
recently surprised to discover that
you can buy it in Manchester.
Kampai!
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Nihon At Tatton
“Discover Japan” is a series of exhibitions and events
being held at Tatton Park, near Knutsford, from 19th to
30th October.  The final day is the most eventful:
“Tatton’s Japanese Treasures in Print” (1pm-4pm),
“Exploring the Principles of Japanese Gardens” (11am-
5pm), “Japanese Style Flower Arrangements” (1pm-
4pm) and “Japanese Archery” (12 noon hourly to 3pm at

extra charge).   Your Society’s visit on this day will
revolve around a private  lunch at 12.30 in the
Rostherne Room in the Barn, prepared by Taka, our
Japanese chef, and a talk about the close connection
between Japan and Tatton Park by General Manager,
Brendan Flanagan.  Tea and coffee will also be served.

The substantially subsidised cost to Members will be £9
and to non-members £11.50 per person.  In addition,
and subject to availability, the Society will make
arrangements for your participation in the Kyudo

(Japanese Archery) demonstration for a further £3 per
person.

All cars that enter the Park normally pay £4.00, but on
production of your new Membership Card entry is free!
So please don’t forget your card – no other proof of
membership will be accepted.  The Society will also
secure entry to the House and Gardens at the group-
booking rate of £4.20 per person, although entry is free
on production of your National Trust membership card.

The Park and the Gardens open at 11:00 am, so why not
make a day of it!

To book your place(s), contact Angela Davies at
angela@jsnw.org.uk or return the enclosed booking
form to the Treasurer by 20th October.  £5 deposit per
person is payable.

 Tatton Park, Knutsford, Cheshire, WA16 6QN

 Sunday, 30 October 2005

 12:30 pm

October Event
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For several years JSNW (and its predecessor Society) has
met at Manchester’s Samsi restaurant for a Christmas
get-together and to celebrate the coming New Year
‘Japanese-style’ with a Bonenkai party.

This year’s social event will hopefully be no less
enjoyable than last but will be slightly different.  We’re
going to move from the ground-floor restaurant to the
basement, where they have now installed a ‘Shabu-
Shabu’ eating area.  means "swish-swish,"
referring to the swishing action when you cook a very
thin slice of beef in hot water.  Actually we’ll be having
several meat types, together with a range of vegetables
and (especially) mushrooms, dipping sauces and hot
steamed rice.  We’re being offered the chance to ‘cook
your own’ or the chefs will prepare for us.  Also there’ll
be a dessert course – all for the sum of £15.  JSNW will
be adding a free drink for members (and there’s usually
a drop of sake to toast the New Year!).

This will be a very informal evening with plenty of
opportunity to move around and meet your fellow
members.  So mark the date in your diary now: Saturday
10 December (7.00 for 7.30).  To book your place(s),

contact David Willis at dwillis@jsnw.org.uk or use the
enclosed booking form before the end of November.

 New Samsi, 36-38 Whitworth St., Manchester

 Saturday, 10 December 2005

 7:00 for 7:30 pm

December Event

Later Events
Events in the New Year are presently in the planning
stage, but are expected to include:

Japan in Focus
In January, ”Japan in Focus”.  Japan as seen through the
camera lenses of photographers Martin Byrne and David
Woolf.  Martin has exhibited in Liverpool and Warrington
and David gives regular slide talks in the region.

Nomikai
In March, Nomikai.  An informal gathering for members,
with Japanese snacks, to talk on all matters Japanese,
and perhaps even  Japanese!

Tatton’s Japanese Gardens
In May, Tatton’s Japanese Garden.  A private visit under
the guidance of Tatton’s famous Head Gardener, and
Society Member, Sam Youd.  Timed for the best of the
spring colours!

Full details of these events will appear in the January
Newsletter.

 Events in the New Year
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Now 30 Oct Discover Japan at Tatton Park.

See enclosed leaflet.

See enclosed leaflet and
Society’s visit on 30 Oct.

www.tattonpark.org.uk/discov
erjapan.pdf

Now 30 Oct  An exhibition focusing on some of
the most innovative Japanese digital artists Ryota
Kuwakubo and artist collectives ressentiment and
exonemo. Their work involves a range of technology
used in an interactive way. From gadgets and robots
to software experiments and a creative use of
information on the Internet, they embrace
entertainment and create work that reflects upon the
very nature of play itself.

FACT (Foundation for Art &
Creative Technology),
88 Wood Street,
Liverpool L1 4DQ

Tel: 0151 707 4444

info@fact.co.uk

www.fact.co.uk

Now 26 Nov .  Five UK-based artists,
including Maiko Hatano, explore the relationship
between time and the photographic image. Using
a range of techniques, from multiple and time
exposures to the creation of composite images
and sampled loops, they compress and distill
time, stretch it out and reduce it to fragments,.
Their nominal subject matter - of familiar,
everyday scenes and images - is transformed,
becoming at times strange, uncanny, steeped in
pathos and nostalgia

Open Eye Gallery,
28-32 Wood Street,
Liverpool L1 4AQ

Tel: 0151 709 9460
www.openeye.org.uk

Now Feb 2006 Never
before distributed in the UK, eight rarely seen
feature films by Masumura Yasuzo one of the
forgotten founders of modern Japanese Cinema,
tour 15 venues around the country.  Masumura's
work is thematically wide-ranging from
eroticism to politics, and encompasses some of
the most inventive cinema in the world. It's a vital
body of work, which no lover of cinema can
afford to miss.

Bradford Pictureville, Hebden
Bridge Picture House and Kendal
Brewery Arts Centre.

Visit Japan Foundation website
www.jpf.org.uk/whatson.html

9 Dec -  plays Tchaikovsky’s Violin Concerto.
Also selection from The Nutcracker and Prokofiev’s 5th

Symphony.  RNCM Symphony Orchestra.

Royal Northern College of Music.  Box
Office 0161 907 5555

Regional Events

Editors: David Woolf, Kevin Howes (design)

Copyright © 2005 Japan Society North West. All Rights Reserved.
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Can You Help?
Is there any member who could help with a display about
Japan at Grappenhall Hall School?  The Society can assist
by providing display materials and artefacts.  If so, please
contact: Mr J Booth, Grappenhall Hall School, Church Lane,
Grappenhall, Warrington, WA4 3EU.  Tel. 01925-263895.
For the display materials contact David Willis at
dwillis@jsnw.org.uk or tel. 01704 878994.

Do you have, or would you be able to obtain, two songs
entitled  ( meaning “Hold Me”) and Marrakech
recorded by Seiko Matsuda on a CD called  ?  These
are wanted by NW musical director, Sid Howton.  If you can
help, please contact him on 01925 635071.

Bits & Bobs

TOKYO ON SEA
Sun worshippers can look forward to lounging on a beach
in the heart of Tokyo.  More than 1,000 tons of sand has
been shipped from China to make the beach in the
Shibuya district, with a crowd of 200,000 expected.  The
£2.5million project, lasting 9 days, will also feature
concerts, films and a fashion show.  The creators were so
taken by the success of a similar scheme in Paris that they
have named the scheme Tokyo Plage.

OLYMPIC GAMES
Tokyo Governor Shintaro Ishihara declared on Tuesday
that Tokyo will launch a bid to host the summer Olympic
Games in 2016 or beyond.

FUGU STRIKES BACK
A 51-year-old man from Hazu in Aichi Prefecture died of
poisoning after eating ‘fugu’ (Globe/Puffer fish). The man,
a resident of Hazu, died after eating a puffer fish that he
had prepared by himself at his home. He is reportedly the
second person this year to die from puffer-fish poisoning,
and the first in Aichi Prefecture in eight years. The man
had prepared puffer fish in the past, and his family did not
stop him from eating it, officials said. (Mainichi)

Asian Studies Book Service
For avid readers of Japanese books –
especially if you’ve a fair bit of cash
floating around – there’s news of an
interesting service from ‘Asian Studies
Book Services’. They have sent the Society

their latest catalogue (Autumn/Winter 2005-06) with
details of new publications, mostly academic and other
‘high-end’ titles (as they describe them), from a wide
range of quality publishers such as Hotei Publishing, The
Center for Japanese Studies at the University of Michigan,
and Floating World Editions from the USA.

Examples include the ‘conventional’, such as “Japanese
Woodblock Prints” (hardback, for a mere £125), through
to what sounds more intriguing (try “A History of Japanese
Body Suit Tattooing”).

Then there is “Japanese Export Lacquer” which, with 600
full-colour illustrations, seems beautifully illustrated; but
then you might expect that for the selling price of £160.
“History and Culture in Japan’s Animal Life” in a more
humble £45 in hardback (or an affordable £15 as
paperback).

The firm’s catalogue makes for an interesting perusal and
is nicely illustrated, covering the whole of the Asian region
for those whose interests go beyond Japan.

www.asianstudiesbooks.com
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Recent Society Events

“World Culture Gallery”
Members may recall that in March this year we had a
presentation at Liverpool Museum on Netsuke, the
intended forerunner of a visit to the Japanese gallery in
the newly rebuilt and refurbished ‘World Cultures Gallery’.

  Netsuke in the World Museum Liverpool storerooms

We were fortunate that our return
visit in July was in the form of a
private tour at the invitation of
curator Emma Martin.  Emma
provided an excellent guided tour
of the gallery, before leading us
after lunch into the back streets
of Liverpool to the storerooms.
For most of the party this was
probably one of the most exciting
events we’ve organised as it
provided a rare opportunity to
handle and examine in detail
numerous Netsuke, Inro and

other treasures ‘from the vaults’, so to speak.  Such was
the interest being shown in this amazing collection that it
was in fact only the end of the staff’s working day that
managed to get us out of there!  An excellent day, for
which we were very grateful to Emma for her enthusiasm
and commitment.   Towards the end of the visit we had but
a tantalising glance at some of the museum’s sword and
armour collection.  Perhaps a hint for a further visit in next
year’s programme?

“Shogun: The Life of Tokugawa Ieyasu”
The August event was also successful, with one group of
us enjoying food, drink and the midday sun in the
courtyard of the Palace Pub (the others remaining to
browse around the museum) before going along to the
Shogun exhibition at Leeds Armouries.

The exhibition was described as a ‘once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity’ to see some eighty of the breathtaking
objects from the
treasures of Shogun,
Lord Tokugawa Ieyasu
who came to military
power in late-16th
century Japan.  Wall
panels (enhanced by a
thoroughly good
audio presentation) provided extensive descriptions of the
political and military intrigues of the period.  The exhibits,
which were both personal possessions and representative
artefacts of the period, especially of costumes and armour,
lived up to the ‘hype’ of the pre-event advertising
although the number of reproductions on display was
slightly surprising (caused, it seems, by conservation
problems during the exhibition).

This has been the furthest trip undertaken by the Society
for one of its events, but one that proved fully justified in
what turned out to be an excellent blend of education and
pleasure.


